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Confession I’m (still)
a BSM guy



● Model building (without experimental data) lead to an ever growing 
number of new physics models.

● Tree-level calculations (and MC simulations) were enough to get a 
state of the art estimate of their phenomenology.

● Naturalness “guaranteed” one of these models (or yet another one) 
would be discovered at the LHC.

The good old times ...
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● The experimental effort (from the LHC and other 
experiments) has not found new physics so far.

● A multitude of experimental data puts stringent 
constraints on models of new physics.

● Getting the implications of experimental data on new 
physics models is highly non-trivial.

● And the number of new physics models is huge!

An then came the LHC ...

1 TeV 10 TeV
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Listing new physics models

It is actually possible … using EFTs!*
*Within weakly-coupled theories of local fields with a mass gap



● The effective way beyond the Standard Model.

● IR/UV dictionaries to connect theory and experiment.

● Towards the next IR/UV dictionaries.

● Recent developments:

● On-shell matching.
● Generation of arbitrary models.

● Renormalization and matching of general theories.

● Conclusions and outlook.

Outline
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Connecting theory and experiment
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EFTs allow for an efficient two-step comparison between 
theory and experiment:

Bottom-up: model-independent parametrization of 
experimental data in the form of global fits. 

➢ Small number of models (EFTs).

➢ Observables computed just once.

Top-down: model discrimination (matching).

➢ Has to be done on a model-by-model basis.

➢ Can be automated and fully classified. 

The effective way beyond the SM
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Top-down: connecting NP to EFTs
● The top-down approach consists on matching specific NP models to 

the EFT: computing the EFT Wilson coefficients in terms of the 
parameters of the NP model.

● We sacrifice model independence in favor of model discrimination 
(physics) and model completeness.

● Computer techniques allow us to automate the matching calculations.

● Power counting+topology makes the problem of classifying the models 
that contribute at a certain order solvable.

● IR/UV dictionaries tell us all possible models that can contribute to a 
specific experimental observable at certain order in the EFT 
expansion: A new, alternative guiding principle beyond naturalness.
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IR/UV dictionaries
● The leading IR/UV dictionary (tree-level, dimension 6 SMEFT) was 

computed a few years ago. [Blas, Criado, Pérez-Victoria, Santiago ‘18]
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IR/UV dictionaries
● The leading IR/UV dictionary (tree-level, dimension 6 SMEFT) was 

computed a few years ago.

● Complete list of all possible models that contribute to experiment at 
tree-level and dim 6 (and their contributions).

[Blas, Criado, Pérez-Victoria, Santiago ‘18]
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IR/UV dictionaries
● The leading IR/UV dictionary (tree-level, dimension 6 SMEFT) was 

computed a few years ago.

● Complete list of all possible models that contribute to experiment at 
tree-level and dim 6 (and their contributions).

[Blas, Criado, Pérez-Victoria, Santiago ‘18]

6 pages 28 pages
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IR/UV dictionaries
● The leading IR/UV dictionary (tree-level, dimension 6 SMEFT) was 

computed a few years ago.

● Complete list of all possible models that contribute to experiment at 
tree-level and dim 6 (and their contributions).

● Tree-level and dimension 6 is not enough for current experimental 
precision. Going beyond requires automation.

● The next (tree-level dimension 8 or 1-loop dimension 6) dictionaries 
will need to be published in electronic form. We are working on a 
standard database format to store them [with J.C. Criado] 

[Blas, Criado, Pérez-Victoria, Santiago ‘18]
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Automated matching with MME

– Also RGEs, operator independence, ... 
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Towards the next IR/UV dictionaries
● We are working on the one-loop, dimension-6 IR/UV dictionary [with 

G. Guedes and P. Olgoso]. 

● We have started with operators that cannot be generated at tree level in 
weakly-coupled extensions                                  , with heavy scalars and 
fermions [heavy vectors currently under study with J. Fuentes-Martín, P. 
Olgoso, A.E. Thomsen] and renormalizable interactions.
– Extend the SMEFT with heavy fields in arbitrary gauge configurations.
– Just need 2 and 3 point functions (plus gauge boson insertions).

see also [Cepedello, Esser, Hirsch, Sanz 2207.13714]

Preliminary!
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Towards the next IR/UV dictionaries
● We are working on the one-loop, dimension-6 IR/UV dictionary [with 

G. Guedes and P. Olgoso]. 

● We have started with operators that cannot be generated at tree level in 
weakly-coupled extensions                                  , with heavy scalars and 
fermions [heavy vectors currently under study with J. Fuentes-Martín, P. 
Olgoso, A.E. Thomsen] and renormalizable interactions.
– Extend the SMEFT with heavy fields in arbitrary gauge configurations.
– Just need 2 and 3 point functions (plus gauge boson insertions).
– Perform the matching with MME using the kinematics but leave gauge directions 

general [MME is very well suited for this task: matching from EFT, gauge 
numerics replaced only at the end of the calculation].

– Result for specific models can be obtained doing a simple group-theoretical 
calculation [we use GroupMath by R. Fonseca].

Preliminary!
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Towards the next IR/UV dictionaries
● We are working on the one-loop, dimension-6 IR/UV dictionary [with 

G. Guedes and P. Olgoso].

● We will also provide a function to automatically generate 
Matchmakereft models for specific choices of field quantum numbers 
to perform the complete one-loop matching. 

Preliminary!
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On-shell matching
● Off-shell matching is very efficient:

– Small(ish) number of diagrams (1lPI).
– Hard region contribution directly local, many cross-checks.

● But requires the construction and reduction of a Green basis.

● On-shell matching can be done in terms of a Physical basis but:
– There are many diagrams contributing (light bridges have to be included).
– There is a delicate cancellation of non-local contributions between UV and EFT that 

is non-trivial to follow analytically.

● Our solution [with M. Chala]:
– We rely on QGRAF (very efficient even for a large number of diagrams).
– We do kinematics numerically (trivial cancellation of non-local terms).
– We stick to tree level.

Preliminary!
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On-shell matching
● Tree level on-shell matching of the Green basis to the physical basis 

provides a simple reduction (which has to be done only once, for the 
EFT at the end of the chain of EFTs across thresholds), including higher 
order terms.

● Simplest example: a real scalar to dimension 8 (Z2 symmetric)

Preliminary!
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On-shell matching
● Simplest example: a real scalar to dimension 8 (Z2 symmetric)

● Corrections to the 2-point function have to be carefully included in the UV 
theory

● Connected, amputated amplitudes have to be computed with full 
propagators,        factors and

Preliminary!
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Automatic basis generation
● Producing a Green basis is non-trivial.

● Tools can help us do that in an automated (and error-free) way.

● Why not do the calculation once and for all? [with R. Fonseca, P. Olgoso].

● Write down a generic EFT up to dimension 6 [with Sym2Int].

● Compute its RGEs [using Matchmakereft].

● The result is valid for arbitrary EFTs (only the group theory remains to be 
done).

● The next step is to compute the finite matching [with R. Fonseca, G. 
Guedes and P. Olgoso].

[Buchmuller, Wyller ‘86]
[Grzadkowski, Iskrzynski, Misiak, Rosiek 1008.4884]
[Gherardi, Marzocca, Venturini 2003.12525]

SMEFT at dim 6

Preliminary!
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● Build the most general EFT using Sym2Int.

● Compute its beta functions using MME.

● Only a straight-forward group theory calculation remains for any specific 
model.

RGEs of general EFTs
Preliminary!
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● The effective approach is well supported by experimental data and 
extremely powerful:

– IR/UV dictionaries allow us to study new physics in a systematic and 
comprehensive way.

– Automated generation of models, on-shell matching, automated finite matching 
and RGE calculation, global likelihoods, … all make the dream of a one-keystroke 
calculation of phenomenological implications of any new physics model feasible.

● The way ahead: renormalization and matching of arbitrary (effective) 
theories.

– Do all calculations for a generic gauge configuration.
– Results for specific models require just a simple group-theoretical calculation.

Conclusions and outlook
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Zurich, a great place to do physics … and good friends

ETHZ Postdoc (2007-2009)

Visit to Granada (2011)

Sabbatical at ETHZ (2015)

Big thanks to the Big thanks to the 
organizers!organizers!
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